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Roses for the world: An
Indian success story in
Ethiopia

22 Apr 2013

The world's largest exporter of roses is an Indian
who grows and ships hundreds of varieties of the
prized flowers -- not just out of India but mostly
out of farms in Ethiopia and Kenya.

Just 45 km out of Addis Ababa, the Ethiopian
capital, a drive across rolling grasslands at the

foothills of the Entoto range brings you to a large encampment,
spread over 100 hectares, of greenhouses, cottages and huts from
where Karuturi Global has spawned its phenomenal growth.

"Favourable government policies and environmental conditions,
flood-safe geographic location and abundant low-cost labour,
coupled with its proximity to the global markets, made Ethiopia an
ideal location for our business," says chief executive Nagesh
Karuturi.

The Bangalore-based company forayed into Ethiopia in 2004
through its 100 percent subsidiary, Ethiopian Meadows Plc.

It leased two farms near Addis Ababa -
- the other larger 385 hectare farm is
in Wolisso, about 90 km from Addis
Ababa -- employed over 3,000 local
workers and laid the foundation for its
successful business that has become
the showpiece foreign investment for
the Ethiopian government.

With the global floriculture industry
witnessing significant growth in the
past few decades, driven by the
demand from Europe, the US and
Japan, Karuturi Global smelt its
opportunities at the right time.

"The decision has paid off. For the past four years, we are deriving
significant cost benefits from our Ethiopian operations. And a series
of such strategic decisions enabled us to become the world's
largest and the cheapest producer of cut roses," Karuturi said.

It acquired Kenya-based Sher Agencies in September 2007 for $46
million to emerge as the world's largest producer and exporter of all
varieties of cut roses with 13 percent of the global market share.

The bulk of its exports comes from its farms in Kenya and Ethiopia.
Its clients are some of the leading names among auction houses,
boutique manufacturers across Europe, South and East Asia and
the Gulf.

Besides being used for decoration and adornment, cut roses finds
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A Kabir lover

From journalist
to film-maker to
folk singer,
Shabnam Virmani

has come a long way. But, as
she tells Sudha
Narasimhachar, she has a
long way to go in unraveling the
mystic of Kabir’s verses
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Against odds

When a
diplomat's
daughter
Anouradha

Bakshi wanted to take
education to the slums in Delhi,
there was stiff opposition from
all. Roohi Saluja Sehgal finds
out how she overcame the
obstacles
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SnehalathaNaidu
Restoration of a 100 ye ...

More Stories

Navin Gulia, Motivational Speaker
and Author

“The Weekend Leader is doing a great job by
publishing these positive stories. Our society
needs these stories to inspire itself.”

Besides being used for decoration and adornment, cut roses finds
uses across various sectors of the economy. Its extracts are used
in perfumes and natural dyes, food and beverages, hotels and
healthcare and also skincare products, Karuturi said.

Karuturi Global produces a total of about 550 million stems annually
from its African farms -- 200 million in Ethiopia and about 350 million
in Kenya. - IANS
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Miracle road
A young IAS officer
mobilized Rs 40 lakh
through Facebook to build
a road in Manipur, earning
the sobriquet ‘The Miracle
Man’. Gaurav Sharma
met Armstrong Pame to

find out why he wanted to build the 100 km
‘People’s Road’ and how he did it
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